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Most of Merrison
In this age of bureaucracy evidence that democracy does work
is always welcome. Proponents for reform of the GMC have
now achieved two democratic victories over the establishment.
The Merrison Report on the regulation of the profession'
resulted from demands for reform in 1970 from practising
doctors,2 and conversion of most of the report's recommenda-
tions into legislation is now well under way as a consequence
of reasoned argument inside and outside the House of
Lords.3
The outcome in 1975 of Sir Alec Merrison's committee of

inquiry was widely applauded by doctors, with the BMA
requesting urgent legislation to implement the proposals.4
So, as we observed last November,5 the medical profession
was perturbed, firstly, by the Government's procrastination
in introducing the necessary legislation and, secondly, by the
Bill's limited scope when it eventually appeared. Whitehall's
excuse about there being insufficient time for a more com-
prehensive Bill failed to convince the doctors. They have since
been proved right by Lord Hunt of Fawley, who by some skilful
advocacy from the upper chamber's back benches-supported
behind the scenes by the GMC, BMA, and Overseas Doctors
Association-has persuaded the Government to transform
its original Bill into something much nearer to the Merrison
Committee's intentions.6 Thus, when enacted, the Bill now
in the House of Commons should effect the reforms in
medicine that the profession wanted.

Initially, the Government put two main proposals to the
House of Lords: reform of the GMC's constitution, with a
larger council containing a majority of members elected by
the profession; and measures to deal with the sick doctor.
Two other important Merrison recommendations, the promo-
tion of high professional standards and changes in the registra-
tion of overseas-trained doctors, have since been accepted as
amendments and the Government is drafting appropriate
clauses to be included in the Bill during its progress through
the Commons.

In a Parliament in which backbenchers have discovered that
they still have some power nothing is certain, particularly as
Lord Winstanley, a Liberal medical peer, opposed the amend-
ment on professional standards. This amendment reads:
"The powers of the General Council shall include that of
providing, in such manner as the council think fit, guidance
for members of the medical profession on standards of pro-
fessional conduct or on medical ethics." During the debate

Lord Winstanley argued that "the GMC has been set up by
Parliament to exercise functions which are primarily not
professional functions but are functions for the protection
of the general public. My fears about the amendment are lest
it should encourage the GMC to intrude into the making of
decisions which have not yet been firmly made and which
are, in my view, more properly decisions for Parliament or
the courts." The Merrison Committee, however, noted the
enormously increased power which science had placed in the
hands of doctors and the highly complex and technical
problems facing them. It criticised the existing channels of
advice on ethics and conduct as unsatisfactory and wanted the
GMC to assume an active role here. The BMA has supported
this proposal, which should greatly help doctors. MPs will no
doubt consider Sir Alec's recommendations most carefully
should Lord Winstanley's colleagues follow his lead in oppos-
ing this new clause.
The changes in overseas registration are sensible, and,

supported by both the BMA and the ODA, should do much
to reassure overseas doctors. All doctors qualifying abroad-
as well as those EEC-qualified ones-will have to satisfy the
GMC about their linguistic standards, and a more flexible
system of limited registration will replace temporary registra-
tion. This means that an overseas doctor will be able to
practise in a particular branch of medicine up to an approved
level of responsibility (with a time limit of five years). The
GMC will also be permitted to transfer a doctor from the
limited to the full Register subject to certain requirements
being met, such as the standard of his primary qualification
and the range and nature of his professional experience.
Finally, the Government plans to add an enabling clause to
the Bill to end reciprocal registration agreements with
overseas countries after consultation with them.
With the life of this Parliament unpredictable, doctors will

hope that MPs will give the improved Bill a swift and un-
eventful passage through the lower house. Eight years have
passed since the reform of the GMC was first mooted and it
would be a disaster if it were to be held up any longer.
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